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President's Corner
Dear Inland Family,
Welcome — or welcome back —
to the loving and inspiring
community we have here at the
Inland Section! Whether you just
attended your first ever FBLA
meeting this year or have been
with us through middle level and
all four years of high school,
thank you so much for joining us
once more on a journey of
service, education, and progress.
All of us can agree that this past year was vastly different from what we
expected. However, we as the Inland Section have displayed
creativity and resilience in continuing to provide exciting and valuable
experiences. Thank you to our members, advisers, and other volunteers
that continued to engage with our virtual events — last year's
conferences and socials would not have been as successful without
the engagement and participation of every single attendee. This year,
we look forward to transitioning safely back to hybrid and in-person
events. Thank you to everyone that joined us virtually or in-person for
the 2021 California FBLA Leadership Development Institute, and we
look forward to seeing everyone in person at Los Osos High School for
our annual Inland Section Leadership Conference in February.
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President's Corner
Looking beyond our past challenges, the Inland Section team is
excited to work with you all to revitalize and enhance your FBLA
experience this year. Our 2021-2022 Program of Work focuses on three
core areas: developing resources to help with chapter activities,
projects, and professional development, providing additional
opportunities for member recognition and leadership, as well as
continuing the Inland Section tradition of connecting all our members
together as a family. We look forward to introducing new experiences
and bringing Inland to new heights, while keeping the same warm and
supportive community our section is proud to have. Additionally, we
encourage each chapter to stay updated with valuable resources
presented by the California State team as well as the FBLA National
Office through following the CAFBLA and National FBLA accounts on
social media.
Finally, I’d like to express my genuine appreciation for each and every
member of the Inland Section. The Inland family would not be the
same without the love and dedication that each one of you pour
towards FBLA. The Inland Section team will always be here to support
your endeavors and listen to your concerns, so please don’t hesitate to
contact us with any questions, comments, or just to say hi!

Best Wishes,
Gean Hu
Inland Section President
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Running for

Section Office
By Lorelei Tang
Interested in becoming an Inland Section Officer for the
2022-2023 term? Read the information below about section
officer duties, candidate qualifications, the application
process, and general information about section officers. For
more information, visit the California FBLA website and review the
2022-2023 Officer Candidate Guide. You can find all of the
information below, as well as additional information, in the
2022-2023 Inland Section Officer Application and Candidate
Guide.

Becoming and serving as an officer, in any organization, is
rigorous, yet rewarding. Especially in Future Business Leaders of
America, serving as a state or section officer means embarking
on an extraordinary journey of attaining valuable leadership
experience, developing a stronger connection and involvement
within FBLA, encountering plentiful opportunities, accumulating
achievements and recognition, and contributing back to an
amazing organization and its members. The amount of
commitment, activity, discipline, ambition, and responsibility
required to be a successful and competent Inland Section
Officer will not only prepare you for your future, whether you go
into the business field or choose another path of your choice, but
also enhance your overall character and individuality. You do
not want to miss out on this opportunity, so read the following
article and check out the CA FBLA website to apply now!
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Section Officer Duties,
Expectations, and Responsibilities:
Below is a list of positions and brief descriptions of each role.
President/State Vice President
The President will plan and preside over all Inland Section
Executive Board meetings, as well as serve as a California
State Vice President representing the Inland Section.
Vice President of Communications
The Vice President of Communications will be responsible for
updating members of the Inland Section by managing the
Inland Section’s social media, article publications, and
pertinent deadline information and dates.
Vice President of Programs
The Vice President of Programs will oversee the progress,
development, and completion of all section projects.
Secretary
The Secretary will keep an accurate record of all Inland
Section Executive Board meetings by preparing the minutes
and emailing them to all other members of the Inland Section
Executive Board.
Historian
The Historian will collect and compile section memorabilia,
develop and create publicity items, and have full knowledge
of the history of FBLA.
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All officers of the Inland Section Executive Board must uphold
their responsibilities and duties. In addition to serving their
primary roles as briefly summarized above, all officers must
attend all board meetings, the State Leadership Summit,
Officer/Adviser Training Day, Leadership Development
Institute, Inland Section Leadership Conference, and State
Leadership Conference. Officers and their supporting advisers
must be actively prepared to participate and be involved in
all Inland Section events, promotion, and tasks, share and
present ideas, work closely with the rest of the board,
frequently communicate with the rest of the board, write and
submit monthly Officer Reports, and be fully prepared to work
with and support members all across Inland Section FBLA.

Candidate Qualifications,
Prerequisites, and Requirements:
In order to qualify to be a candidate, all applicants must
satisfy the CTE course pathway requirement, be a member of
a chapter approved for CA Affiliation by the CA Department
of Education, have full support from a CTE credentialed
teacher, be an affiliated member in good standing in an FBLA
chapter, have earned the Future or Contributor level in the
Business Achievement Awards, have held, or currently hold, an
elected or appointed local chapter position, and commit to
the time required to fulfill the duties of the office.
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Application Process and
List of Required Materials:
All applicants must submit the following documents to the
Inland Section Director, Mr. Lee Lara, no later than 11:59 pm
on December 17, 2021, with adviser approval.
Officer Application (fully filled out)
Resume highlighting your leadership and FBLA experience
Official school transcript (highlight CTE courses)
Copy of District Transportation/Travel/Chaperone Policies
Officer Candidate Signature Page
Permission to Post to the Internet Form
All documents and materials must be saved and sent in a
single PDF.
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Additional Information:
Before you start the application process, you should review
the 2022-2023 Officer Candidate Guide, become familiar with
the full and complete list of section officer responsibilities and
requirements, meet with, consult, and gain the support of your
local chapter adviser, parents, school administrators, chapter
members, employers, and other significant parties regarding
your decision to run for office, and study all aspects of FBLA,
including the mission, history, bylaws, publications, programs,
and activities. After application submission, the applications
will be reviewed, and candidates will be contacted for an
interview to be conducted by the current Inland Section
Executive Board. If approved, candidates will launch a
campaign within the FBLA guidelines, and 2022-2023 section
officers will be voted in by a majority vote of the voting
delegates at the Inland Section Leadership Conference. More
information will be sent out to those selected and approved
for candidacy.

The Inland Section is excited and
ready to prepare for 2022-2023, so
remember to get your Section
Officer applications and documents
in by December 17, 2021!
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Icebreakers
As we get to know our fellow FBLA members better this year, here
are icebreaker activities you can use at your chapter to help
build that family-like connection the Inland Section is known for.

Guess That Song
Virtual or In-person

1. Divide up participants into two or more groups (e.g. grade
level, birth month)
2. Create a playlist of songs from different genres to play
aloud
3. Each team will earn a point for being the first to guess the
song’s title and/or artist
4. Team with the most points wins

One Word

Virtual or In-person

1. Pick a sentence starter (ie. “Today, I feel _____.” “I just love
it when _____.” It can be basic or something funny)
2. Each participant chooses ONE really random word (the
more random, the better) to fill the blank; It does NOT have
to make sense
3. After everyone picks a word, they take turns explaining
why they chose that word
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Word Association
Virtual or In-person

1. Coordinators pick a random word or words (ie. Spaghetti
or Unicorn or Pineapple Pizza)
2. Participants think of something that relates to that word (ie.
“I think of the song, “On Top of Spaghetti,” but performed
by Jamie Foxx impersonating Jennifer Hudson on the
Jimmy Fallon show!”)
3. Take turns sharing the story behind the word you chose to
associate the prompt with

The Movie Pitch
Virtual or In-person

1. Divide up participants into groups of three to four
2. Create a list of random objects (1-2 per group) and write
each one on a small paper/sticky note
3. Each team will receive 1-2 sticky notes with an object on it
4. Each team will have 3-5 minutes to create a movie idea
with the objects assigned to them
5. They must design a plot and movie title
6. At the end of their time limit, each group will pitch their
movie idea to the rest of the groups
7. After everyone presents, each player will vote on their
favorite pitch
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This is Better Than That
Virtual or In-person

1. Divide up participants into groups of three to four
2. Find 7 random objects in the room and bring them to the
front/share them on a slide (the more random the items
are, the better)
3. Each team will have 2 minutes to pick 1 object they would
want to have with them on a deserted island
4. At the end of their time limit, each group will present the
object they chose and their reasoning

Common Ground
Virtual or In-person

1. Divide up participants into groups of three to four
2. Ask each person to share various fun facts about
themselves
3. Find one fact that all of the group members share
4. Each group shares their fun fact that they all have in
common with the other groups
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Zoom

Virtual or In-person

1. Find pictures to be ordered in a story sequence and base
sets of pictures off of different stories(e.g. knight fighting a
dragon, thief infiltrating bank, etc.)
2. Distribute each picture set to groups of the corresponding
size (e.g. a picture set with six pictures would be needed
for a group of six people)
3. Allow each group to try and recreate the original story
based on the sequence of the pictures given to them (i.e.
a group receives pictures A, B, C, and D in a random
order, and must order it so that A is first, B is second, and so
on)
4. Participants cannot show the picture given to them to
other people— they must instead describe it and
communicate what is on their picture to group members
5. Once finished, have groups share their finished sequence
to the rest of the participants and give small rewards to
those who successfully followed the story’s order

Tour Guide
Virtual

1. Divide up participants into groups of 3-5
2. Everyone takes turns to give everyone a quick tour of their
immediate surroundings (ex. Walk around the room you
are in, show what is on your desk, etc.)
3. Everyone has a limit of one minute max
4. When called into the main room, each group say their fun
fact that they all have in common
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Networking Bingo
In-person

1. Create bingo cards of networking/activities to get
members to know each other more (e.g. a third-year
member, someone who has been to SLC, etc.)
2. Hand cards out to each member
3. Have members go around the room with their bingo cards
to meet different members
4. The first person to complete the entire bingo card wins

Future Business Leader Type Indicator
Virtual or In-person

1. Use a personality quiz maker to create a quiz
2. Include FBLA-related questions that would lead to a
certain “personality” type (e.g. hangs out with friends
during free time at conferences over studying →
Networker Type)
3. Come up with at least 4 different personality types
4. After everyone is finished, group members can share their
personality type
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LDI Recap
By Gary Wu

From October 15 to 17, members from the Inland Section showed
a strong presence at the 2021 California FBLA Leadership
Development Institute (LDI), with more than 1,400 total attendees
from 15 different chapters across the state! And, after nearly two
years without an in-person conference, nearly 230 members
were able to finally secure reservations to a “live studio
audience” experience at Santa Clara Marriott.

Though much of the Inland Section participated virtually, there
were still many opportunities to network and connect with fellow
FBLA members. In the Friday session, the Inland officer board
worked with the Central and Northern Sections to provide a
virtual social, which featured song guessing, trivia, and charades,
of which the Inland Section won! Members were then able to
network with the State Officers (including Inland Section State
Vice President Gean Hu, State Secretary Allison Liu, and State
Public Relations Officer Amy Zhang) at the succeeding social,
who made prior introductions at the general session.
On Saturday, virtual members were treated with access to many
on-demand and scheduled webinars, keynotes, workshops, and
Q&As. At the opening session, keynote speaker and
entrepreneur Jason Lucash of Ebay, Microsoft, and Kodak, and
the founder of OrigAudio in 2009—the winner of ABC’s “Shark
Tank” and Time’s “50 Best Inventions of the Year”—gave a
presentation on how his past leadership experiences have come
to define his approach to life and business.
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Afterwards, the State Officers presented several workshop
sessions on topics such as diversity, equity, and inclusion in
FBLA, leadership concepts, graphic design, and financial
literacy. In addition, members were also gifted with 30-day
access to hours of leadership content on 100XED.TV.
Guest speaker CBS Sacramento Reporter Madisen Keavy
gave a session on key public speaking and presentation skills,
while CA FBLA alumni Tommy Han, a supply chain
management consultant, and Glenn Morris, the President and
CEO of the Santa Maria Chamber of Commerce, each
provided Q&As to a live audience. Finally, for the last general
session of the day, the co-founder of the wellness platform
Mighty Health, and former Southern Section State Vice
President James Li spoke on his own experiences in FBLA and
the practices that led to his success today.
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To close off LDI at Sunday’s closing session, Senior Technical
Producer at Apple Arcade James Macauley shed light on his
technical insight and the importance of a creative vision in
developing product experiences. The Inland Section was also
recognized for its success in LDI’s exclusive Competitive Events
Preparation Sessions.

Allison Liu gave her impression: “At LDI in Santa Clara,
members enjoyed a slightly different in-person experience.
From karaoke socials to Q&A sessions hosted by CA FBLA state
officers, alumni, and Business & Industry Representative Mr.
Glenn Morris, the ‘live studio audience’ was able to take
advantage of various educational and social opportunities.
Though the visit to Great America’s Halloween Haunt was
undeniably fun, the best part of LDI was meeting people faceto-face and engaging in conversation before the start of a
general session, something we can’t wait to do at ISLC with
our Inland Section family!”
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Section Projects
By Annie Pan
Looking for simple and effective ways to learn how to maintain a
healthy lifestyle, improve your leadership skills, or to simply pass
time? Whatever it may be, you are at the right place-FBLA
projects are a great way to do so! At the section level, section
projects consist of a set of activities that revolve around a certain
objective that range from staying fit to maximizing your outreach
in FBLA to documenting your EBLA accomplishments. Each
activity is allotted a certain number of points and each project
has a minimum combined sum of points that must be reached or
exceeded in order for projects to be counted for recognition.
The section projects consist of Inland Stays Fit, FBLA Speaks Up
(Public Relations Project), and Inland Honors Society. Inland Stays
Fit includes activities that require you to be physically active and
set goals to maintain a healthy lifestyle. FBLA Speaks Up hones
your communication and leadership skills by giving you
opportunities to increase your involvement in FBLA while finding
ways to promote the benefits of this organization to your friends
and new members! Both projects require a minimum of 75 points.
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Lastly, Inland Honors Society (IHS) is slightly different compared
to the previous two. Rather than completing new tasks, IHS
requires you to document everything you have accomplished
from the 2021-22 FBLA calendar year. However, this project only
requires a minimum of 30 points to receive recognition. The tip
to completing IS is to be very active during the year and take
pictures to keep track of all the FBLA events you attend so that
at the end, it is easy to fill in right away when you complete this
project! Put in your best effort for these projects because you
will receive recognition for completion with every section
project at the Inland Section Leadership Conference. By
completing IHS, you have a chance to earn the prestigious
Inland Honors Society Executive Award, which is awarded to
the most qualified member who has also demonstrated
relentless dedication to FBLA throughout the year.

Section Project Deadlines:
FBLA Stays Fit: December 10, 2021
FBLA Speaks Up: January 21, 2022
Inland Honors Society: March 11, 2022
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Requirements & Introduction
to State Projects:
All of the activities for each project must only be completed in
the 2021-22 FBLA Calendar year to count for points. After you
have attained the required amount of points and the activity
log is complete, each project must first be submitted to your
chapter adviser for review, who will then submit it to our Inland
Officer Team.
While I recommend starting with section projects first, state
projects are also a great way to extend your impact on this
organization and gain invaluable leadership skills. State
projects are submitted using the CA FBLA Badging Portal and
more details can be found at cafbla.org. They are separated
into two categories: individual (Financial Literacy Project,
Green Initiative Project, Leaders in Action Project, &
Professional Profile Project) and chapter projects (Adopt-AChapter Project, Government Awareness Project, & March of
Dimes Project) where each one also revolves around a
specific objective.
Although state projects may be slightly more difficult, they are
definitely still doable! These projects allow you to not only
immerse yourself in the opportunities provided by FBLA but to
also work together with your chapter members and officers to
complete chapter projects where you can all receive
recognition and awards at the State Leadership Conference!
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Project Resources
This year, I have provided project guides and templates that
can be found on our Inland Section page on the CA FBLA
website (cafbla.org) to make the project completion process
easier. Project guides will include clear instructions on how to
complete each project and project templates will be used to
directly log your activity documentation into each box. All
members must use these templates to submit projects as it will
ensure that all projects are completed in the same format and
any confusion will be eliminated since all necessary
information to fill out will be directly listed on the template.
Completed project templates need to be attached to our
signed activity document. Only advisers can submit projects
to the respective project emails in one compiled PDF file
(listed on published project documents).

Please be sure to complete each project thoroughly and
carefully review your project on your own before submitting to
your adviser. Again, we will be recognizing all members who
complete a project at the Inland Section Leadership
Conference as well as members with high-achieving projects
on our Inland Section Instagram at the end of the year so
submit quality work for your hard work to pay off! Feel free to
reach out to me at any time if you have any questions
regarding projects at apan@cafbla.org. I look forward to
reviewing all of your amazing projects and remember to HAVE
FUN!
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Chapter Highlights
By Saumya Kumar

A few months into our school year, our section has made great
progress! Here's a brief recap on what our chapters have been
able to accomplish:

Centennial High School has held meetings informing members of
upcoming events and competitive event resources. They raised
money for the March of Dimes through their Charity Miles
Community Service Project. Many participants helped the cause
while gaining community service hours!

Los Osos High School has had monthly guest speakers, weekly
meetings, and community service. Their biggest event was their
Member Training Day. Members came together to learn aspects
of FBLA such as projects, competitions, committees, community
service, and more. They also participated in social activities such
as Giles that Song and Jeopardy, finishing the event with a pizza
lunch. What a great way to connect the chapter!

El Monte High School held many general meetings and is aiming
to increase membership. As they are adjusting to in-person
learning, cabinet members have done their best to find new
members. They are excited to see what the future holds!
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Walnut High School has held many activities including guest
speakers and general meetings. They recently held a
conference meeting with past chapter presidents to discuss
the college application process and opportunities for students
interested in scholarships.

Eleanor Roosevelt High School offered many opportunities,
including meetings, community service, bonding activities,
and business tours. Their movie night bonding was successful
because the members bonded as an FBLA family.

Santiago High School has held many general meetings and
bonding activities. They are avidly working on member of the
month and promotional posters. They had a very successful
networking activity for members to interact and get to know
each other.
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South El Monte High School has connected members through
socials and meetings. One specific activity was their afterschool game night for members to get to know each other.
Members were able to network and form a connection
between new and old members.

Palm Spring High School has held meetings and worked to
inform members about available business programs. Their
chapter had a representative from Angel View explain
aspects of business work. Members were able to learn a lot
from her experiences!

It is great to see all our accomplishments and
how we have been able to foster a
welcoming environment for new and old FBLA
members. We are so excited to see the
amazing things our chapters will accomplish
for this school year! Thank you for all your hard
work and dedication to our Inland Section!
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